You may think that CALICE stands for CAlorimetry for LInear Collider Experiments ..

You may think that CALICE stands for CAlorimetry for LInear Collider Experiments ..

well, then, welcome to Québec !

Québec is a land of traditions, especially religious tradition,

Québec is a land of traditions, especially religious tradition,
.. which means that words related to liturgy were extremely
well known, respected .. and used for daily benign swearing,
such as the following favorites:

how they are pronounced:

what they represent:

the original meanings:

some variations thereof:

CALICE is probably a top favorite, but is pronounced “CÂLISS”.
It is a multi-function and rich swear-word
(“juron” in French, “sacre” en Québécois):
It can be used as a noun:
st’un câlisse de bon film = it is a very good movie
Intonation will strengthen the meaning:
c’ti câlisse-lâ = this extremely disagreeable person
As an adverb, it can be used for positive feedback:
ton char est vite en câlisse = your car is very fast
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Its use as a verb is colorful and very appreciated:
m’en va t’en câlisser une = je vais te donner une baffe (French)
I’m going to punch you
Of course it can be declined:
je câlisse, tu câlisses, il câlisse, nous câlissons, etc..
.. or conjugated, in all time forms:
je câlissais (past), tu câlisseras (future) , il câlisserait (conditional) ,
on l’â câlissé lâ (participle) , etc..
It can even be concatenated for stronger effect:
c’gars-lâ est un ostie d’câlisse de tabarnak de ciboire ..
.. the order, length, will change according to person and emphasis
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The point is, rarely anybody says “CALICE” in Québec.
My recommendation is: use with caution, since ..
French Canadians may have a hard time not smiling or laughing.
I’ve had years of practice by now to say it correctly but often fail.
Home assignment: pick another “sacre”, e.g.:
Enjoy your stay !

